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Canon of Insolation and the Ice-age Problem Aug 06 2020
Growing Up in the Ice Age Jun 03 2020 Draws on data from cognitive sciences, ethnographic, fossil,
archaeological, and primate records to examine the economic, social, and political roles of Paleolithic
children.
The Little Ice Age Oct 08 2020 First scholarly work devoted to the Little Ice Age, that period from 1600
to about 1850 when the glaciers retreated.--Blurb.
Ice Age Jun 15 2021 On 24 June 1837, Louis Agassiz stunned the learned members of the Swiss Society of
Natural Sciences by addressing them, in his role as President, not with an anticipated lecture on fossil
fishes, but with a passionate presentation on the existence of Ice Ages. No one was convinced. He even
dragged the reluctant members of the Society up into the mountains to see the evidence for themselves,
pointing out the scars on the hard rocks left by glaciation (which some of those present tried to explain
away as having been produced by the wheels of passing carriages). Extraordinarily, it would take a
further 140 years before the Ice Age theory was fully proved and understood.
The Great Ice Age Jan 23 2022 The Great Ice Age documents and explains the natural climatic and
palaeoecologic changes that have occurred during the past 2.6 million years, outlining the emergence and
global impact of our species during this period. Exploring a wide range of records of climate change, the
authors demonstrate the interconnectivity of the components of the Earths climate system, show how the
evidence for such change is obtained, and explain some of the problems in collecting and dating proxy
climate data. One of the most dramatic aspects of humanity's rise is that it coincided with the
beginnings of major environmental changes and a mass extinction that has the pace, and maybe magnitude,
of those in the far-off past that stemmed from climate, geological and occasionally extraterrestrial
events. This book reveals that anthropogenic effects on the world are not merely modern matters but date
back perhaps a million years or more.
Ice Ages and Interglacials Aug 30 2022 The second edition of this book has been completely updated. It
studies the history and gives an analysis of extreme climate change on Earth. In order to provide a longterm perspective, the first chapter briefly reviews some of the wild gyrations that occurred in the
Earth's climate hundreds of millions of years ago: snowball Earth and hothouse Earth. Coming closer to
modern times, the effects of continental drift, particularly the closing of the Isthmus of Panama are
believed to have contributed to the advent of ice ages in the past three million years. This first
chapter sets the stage for a discussion of ices ages in the geological recent past (i.e. within the last
three million years, with an emphasis on the last few hundred thousand years).
Once Upon an Ice Age Nov 08 2020
What Was the Ice Age? Sep 30 2022 A mesmerizing overview of the world as it was when glaciers covered
the earth and long-extinct creatures like the woolly mammoths and saber-toothed cats battled to survive.
Go back 20,000 years ago to a time of much colder global temperatures when glaciers and extensive sheets
of ice covered much of our planet. As these sheets traveled, they caused enormous changes in the Earth's
landscape and climate, leading to the evolution of creatures such as giant armadillos, saber-toothed
cats, and woolly mammoths as well as club-wielding Neanderthals and later the cleverer modern humans.
Nico Medina re-creates this harsh ancient world in a vivid and easy-to-read narrative.
Images of the Ice Age Mar 01 2020 Images of the Ice Age, here in its third edition, is the most complete
study available of the world's earliest imagery, presenting a fascinating account of the art of our Ice
Age ancestors. Authoritative and wide-ranging, it covers not only the magnificent cave art of famous
sites such as Lascaux, Altamira, and Chauvet, but also other less well-known sites around the world, and
open-air and portable art. Lavishly illustrated and highly accessible,Images of the Ice Age provides a
visual feast and an absorbing synthesis of this crucial aspect of human history, offering a unique
opportunity to appreciate universally important works of art, many of which can neverbe accessible to the
public, and which represent the very earliest evidence of artistic expression.
Ice Ages and Interglacials Feb 21 2022 The second edition of this book has been completely updated. It
studies the history and gives an analysis of extreme climate change on Earth. In order to provide a longterm perspective, the first chapter briefly reviews some of the wild gyrations that occurred in the
Earth's climate hundreds of millions of years ago: snowball Earth and hothouse Earth. Coming closer to
modern times, the effects of continental drift, particularly the closing of the Isthmus of Panama are

believed to have contributed to the advent of ice ages in the past three million years. This first
chapter sets the stage for a discussion of ices ages in the geological recent past (i.e. within the last
three million years, with an emphasis on the last few hundred thousand years).
The Ice Age Apr 25 2022 "In an era of warming climate, the study of the ice age past is now more
important than ever. This book examines the wonders of the Quaternary ice age - to show how ice age
landscapes and ecosystems were repeatedly and rapidly transformed as plants, animals, and humans
reorganized their worlds." --Publisher.
The Ice Age in the Lake District Dec 10 2020
Ice Ages Feb 09 2021 This book tells the exciting story of the ice ages--what they were like, why they
occurred, and when the next one is due. The solution to the ice age mystery originated when the National
Science Foundation organized the CLIMAP project to study changes in the earth's climate over the past
700,000 years. One of the goals was to produce a map of the earth during the last ice age. Scientists
examined cores of sediment from the Indian Ocean bed and deciphered a continuous history for the past
500,000 years. Their work ultimately confirmed the theory that the earth's irregular orbital motions
account for the bizarre climatic changes which bring on ice ages. This is a tale of scientific discovery
and the colorful people who participated: Louis Agassiz, the young Swiss naturalist whose geological
studies first convinced scientists that the earth has recently passed through an ice age; the Reverend
William Buckland, an eccentric but respected Oxford professor who fought so hard against the ice-age
theory before accepting it; James Croll, a Scots mechanic who educated himself as a scientist and first
formulated the astronomic theory of ice ages; Milutin Milankovitch, the Serbian mathematician who gave
the astronomic theory its firm quantitative foundation; and the many other astronomers, geochemists,
geologists, paleontologists, and geophysicists who have been engaged for nearly a century and a half in
the pressing search for a solution to the ice-age mystery.
Frozen Earth Sep 18 2021 In this engrossing and accessible book, Doug Macdougall explores the causes and
effects of ice ages that have gripped our planet throughout its history, from the earliest known
glaciation—nearly three billion years ago—to the present. Following the development of scientific ideas
about these dramatic events, Macdougall traces the lives of many of the brilliant and intriguing
characters who have contributed to the evolving understanding of how ice ages come about. As it explains
how the great Pleistocene Ice Age has shaped the earth's landscape and influenced the course of human
evolution, Frozen Earth also provides a fascinating look at how science is done, how the excitement of
discovery drives scientists to explore and investigate, and how timing and chance play a part in the
acceptance of new scientific ideas. Macdougall describes the awesome power of cataclysmic floods that
marked the melting of the glaciers of the Pleistocene Ice Age. He probes the chilling evidence for
"Snowball Earth," an episode far back in the earth's past that may have seen our planet encased in ice
from pole to pole. He discusses the accumulating evidence from deep-sea sediment cores, as well as ice
cores from Greenland and the Antarctic, that suggests fast-changing ice age climates may have directly
impacted the evolution of our species and the course of human migration and civilization. Frozen Earth
also chronicles how the concept of the ice age has gripped the imagination of scientists for almost two
centuries. It offers an absorbing consideration of how current studies of Pleistocene climate may help us
understand earth's future climate changes, including the question of when the next glacial interval will
occur.
Scotland After the Ice Age Jul 17 2021 This book charts the environmental transformation of Scotland
from the end of the ice age in an empty land 10,000 years ago to the Viking invasions of an established
society 9,000 years later. When the icefields and glaciers disappeared forests covered the land and sea
level rose to create theHebridean islands. Elk, aurochs, bear, boar, red deer, beaver and horse crossed
the land bridge from Europe to colonise the land, first followed by hunter gatherers and later by waves
of Celts, Romans, Scots, and Normans, each marking the landscape in distinctive ways. This book brings
together environmental, ecological, historical, geological, and archaeological approaches to show how
changing climatic conditions and this sequence of cultural impacts shaped the succession of Scottish
landscapes which have led to its present unique, beautiful, fleeting forms andvariety.The seventeen
authors are scholars from a range of fields, all writing for students and general readers. The first six
chapters consider interactions of human ecology, climate, landscape, soils, vegetation and faunal change.
The next seven are a chronological narrative history of Scotland'senvironment over 9,000 years. The final
chapter unites these systematic and historical approaches. The book is extensively illustrated with maps
and photographs. The paperback edition includes a new and extensive guide to further reading.
Ice Age Earth Jun 27 2022 Essential reading for all students interested in quaternary environments, this
book focuses on changes in the Earth's geology and climate between the last interglacial period and the
final melting of the last great ice sheets.
The Weather Conspiracy Oct 27 2019
Discovering the Ice Ages Nov 28 2019 In Discovering the Ice Ages Tobias Krüger explores the discovery of
the Ice Ages over the course of the 19th century, how the idea was received, and what further research it
stimulated for the first time from an international perspective.
The Great Ice Age Mar 25 2022
Cosmological Ice Ages Apr 01 2020 I plotted our suns course through space to discover that our sun was
born in the constellation Orion. After the planets were formed Earth was covered with a five-mile-thick
coating of ice one billion years. We eventually drifted near the Sirius multiple star system and little
Sirius B (1.5 solar masses) grabbed hold of our sun putting it in orbit around Sirius A. During the rein
of the dinosaurs the atmospheric pressure was around 30 pounds per square inch. Now it is 14.5 pounds per
square inch. Before our sun was captured by the Sirius system earth had an atmosphere of 750 pounds per

square inch. Such an atmosphere extended 2,500 miles above the planet. There was no way sunlight could
thaw out mile-deep ice over the oceans. It took the power of a white dwarf to get life started. Our sun
does not have enough power to keep us out of the ice ages otherwise we wouldnt have them! Cosmological
Ice Ages Solved: the greatest mysteries of all time! Where was our sun born? What took Earth out of a
billion year ice age? What made all the coal, oil and limestone? How did Earth get a 20.8% oxygen
atmosphere? Where did the energy come from to make all the coal, oil and limestone? Who, what, when and
why was the moon brought into orbit around Earth? By Henry Kroll 384 pages 8.5 by 11; quality trade
paperback (soft cover); Catalog #08-0164; ISBN 1-4251-7062-5; US$31.35, C$31.35, EUR21.42, 16.19 About
the Book I plotted our suns course through space to discover that our sun was born in the constellation
Orion. After the planets were formed Earth was covered with a five-mile-thick coating of ice one billion
years with an atmospheric pressure of over 750-pounds per square inch. Sunlight could not penetrate such
an atmosphere extending 2,500-miles above the planet. We eventually drifted near the Sirius multiple starsystem. Little Sirius B (1.5 solar masses) grabbed hold of our sun putting it in orbit around Sirius A.
Earth has lost 98% of its atmosphere (AKA radiation shield). Our sun does not have enough power to keep
us out of the ice ages. The additional light and heat from Sirius star system that melted the ice caps
and got life started in the oceans. Over time the 750 PSI carbon dioxide atmosphere was laid down as
coal, oil and limestone using photosynthesis and light from Sirius A and B. Dinosaurs couldnt live in
todays atmosphere because their lungs were too small. 65-million years ago the atmosphere was 30 to 60
PSI. Earth has lost 98% of its atmosphere. It is now 14.5 pounds per square inch. We have a limited time
to get our act together and get off the planet to seed life in other biospheres. www.GuardDogBooks.com
Wholesale orders (20 or more): www.Trafford.com www.AlaskaPublishing.com Also: www.Amazon.com
www.AmazonUK.com www.Barns&Noble.com www.GuardDogBooks.com www.AlaskaPublishin.com
Ice Age Aug 18 2021 John and Mary Gribbin tell the remarkable story of how we came to understand the
phenomenon of Ice Ages. They focus on the key personalities obsessed with the quest for answers to
tantalizing questions.How frequently do Ice Ages occur? How do astronomical rhythms affect the Earth's
climate? Have there always been two polar ice caps? What does the future have in store?With startling new
material on how the last major Ice Epoch could have hastened human evolution, Ice Age explains why and
how we learned the Earth was once covered in ice-and how that made us human."Best work of science
exposition and history that I've read in many years!"-Charles Munger, Vice-Chairman of Berkshire Hathaway
Corporation
Ice Age Lost Jan 29 2020 Photographically illustrated account of the Ice Age and glaciology, and
speculation on possible environmental changes that could occur in the future.
The Ice Age Jun 23 2019 Search for the past -- From fish to mammal -- Man's ancestors -- A breath of
cold -- Ice Ages : why -- Time and the Ice Age -- Paradise lost -- The regimen of ice -- Mammoths and
musk oxen -- Interglacial life -- Man's physical presence -- The cave -- Flint, fire, and ocher -- The
roads -- America -- The toll of death.
Ice Age Hunters Aug 25 2019 An attractive museum booklet illustrating the wealth of evidence for
Neanderthals and Early Modern Hunters' in the caves of south and north Wales - from Paviland to
Pontnewydd. Good plans, good pictures, good text.
The Ice Age May 27 2022 This book provides a new look at the climatic history of the last 2.6 million
years during the ice age, a time of extreme climatic fluctuations that have not yet ended. This period
also coincides with important phases of human development from Neanderthals to modern humans, both of
whom existed side by side during the last cold stage of the ice age. The ice age has seen dramatic
expansions of glaciers and ice sheets, although this has been interspersed with relatively short warmer
intervals like the one we live in today. The book focuses on the changing state of these glaciers and the
effects of associated climate changes on a wide variety of environments (including mountains, rivers,
deserts, oceans and seas) and also plants and animals. For example, at times the Sahara was green and
colonized by humans, and Lake Chad covered 350,000 km2 – larger than the United Kingdom. What happened
during the ice age can only be reconstructed from the traces that are left in the ground. The work of the
geoscientist is similar to that of a detective who has to reconstruct the sequence of events from
circumstantial evidence. The book draws on the specialisms and experience of the authors who are experts
on the glacial history of the Earth. Readership: Undergraduate and postgraduate students studying the
Quaternary, researchers, and anyone interested in climate change, environmental change and geology. The
book provides a rich collection of illustrations and photographs to help the readers at all levels
visualise the dramatic consequences of glacier expansions during the Ice Age.
Cultural consequences of the "Little Ice Age" May 15 2021 Recent discussions about the global warming
have shown the human fears of climatic changes. In the past, phases of low temperature caused major
problems. As of now, the global cooling down during the Middle Ages and the Early Modern History has been
documented on its physical effects mainly. This edition is the first attempt to seize the climatic
consequences culturally, politically, socially, religiously and psychologically.
The Ice Age Challenge Sep 26 2019 The Ice Age Challenge refers to the challenge that we face globally to
create a new foundation for living when the coming Ice Age climate shuts down most of the world's
agriculture, possibly 100 to 150 years from now. The novel is the first part of the second episode of the
series, The Lodging for the Rose, an eight-part science-fantasy centered on universal love, by Rolf A. F.
Witzsche. - We truly are in a race against time, the greatest race since the dawn of man, 'racing' to
create the technologies, economies, finances, politics, and social cultures that enable us to shift
agriculture into efficient indoor facilities in order to protect our food production in the coming Ice
Age environment. The Earth has been in an Ice Age for 1.8 million years, interspersed by the occasional
warm period, like the present one that is ending in spite of global warming. The necessary

infrastructures for survival are technologically feasible, but will we empower ourselves to create them?
That appears to be less certain. It seems that we have been put in race without the skills for it. But
then, don't we have the potential to be fast learners? In the course of exploring the question the novel
touches on the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Aryan invasion in historic India, the face of Islam, the
fascist holocaust, depopulation, global warming, nuclear fusion power, indoors agriculture, and
principles of marriage, sex, culture, and science.
The Art of Ice Age Dec 30 2019 The 1st Ice Age movie introduced the world to 3 sub-zero heroes, Manny
the mammoth, Sid the sloth and Diego the sabre-tooth tiger - the strangest herd its prehistoric
inhabitants had ever seen - along with nut-obsessed squirrel Scrat. This book celebrates the art behind
all 4 movies in the blockbuster series, along with the short films, with an exclusive in-depth look at
the upcoming 5th movie, Collision Course.
After the Ice Age Dec 22 2021 The fascinating story of how a harsh terrain that resembled modern
Antarctica has been transformed gradually into the forests, grasslands, and wetlands we know today. "One
of the best scientific books published in the last ten years."—Ottowa Journal "A valuable new synthesis
of facts and ideas about climate, geography, and life during the past 20,000 years. More important, the
book conveys an intimate appreciation of the rich variety of nature through time."—S. David Webb,Science
The Ascent of Mind Jan 11 2021 Investigates the rapid evolution of the ape brain into the hominid brain,
and explains why understanding our evolutionary past can help us survive an uncertain future
Ice Ages Oct 20 2021 Scientists charged with producing a map of the earth during the last ice age
ultimately confirmed the theory that the earth's irregular orbital motions account for the bizarre
climatic changes which bring on ice ages. This book tells the story of those periods--what they were
like, why they occurred, and when the next ice age is due.
Journey to the Ice Age: Dinosaur Cove Jul 05 2020 It's Christmas Eve in Dinosaur Cove and Jamie and Tom
are off to their secret dino world. But the Jurassic jungle has disappeared and been replaced with snow!
A new ice age world awaits them - blizzards, avalanches, a woolly mammoth in need of their help . . . and
the boys' most amazing discovery EVER!
Ice Age Art Mar 13 2021 This unique and remarkable work explores the extraordinary creative explosion
that happened during the last European Ice Age, between 40,000 and 10,000 years ago, when the very first
figurative art was created.
Global Catastrophes Sep 06 2020 "Life on Earth will come to an end. It's simply a matter of when and
how. From the likely consequences of climate change to the inevitable destruction of the earth in the far
future, this 'Very Short Introduction' covers a range of 'end of the world scenarios', including
Greenhouse Earth, another Ice Age, asteroid and coment impact, supervocanoes, and mega-tsunami. Exploring
the potential catastrophes that face the planet, Bill McGuire assesses both the probability of these
events and our chances of survival. This new edition brings our understanding of global disasters and
risk research up-to-date, by using recent case studies from around the world, and incorporating recent
research on climate change and threats from space"--Cover flap.
The Ice Age Apr 13 2021 Paul Farley’s debut collection, The Boy From the Chemist is Here to See You, was
one of the most celebrated debuts of the nineties. The poems in The Ice Age are as engaged and engaging
as ever, but also display a new philosophical depth: Farley’s gift is to uncover the evidence so often
overlooked by less attentive observers, finding – in childhood games, dental records and dog-eared field
guides – those details by which we are proven and elegized. The Ice Age will only enhance Farley’s
reputation as one of the most formally gifted and imaginative poets to have emerged in recent years.
Only an Ice Age Pony Jul 25 2019 Cheeky Charlie: "Have you ever wondered where ponies came from long
ago? How they grew from the size of a dog? How they coped in the ice ages? When people became friends
with ponies and why? How the different breeds started and their many uses? Lettie, the ice age pony,
helps to tell you." David James Smith is an investigator, historian, breeder, and natural horseman, with
national style and performance competitor success. He writes for the pre-teens in an interactive style
thereby inspiring their knowledge of world geography and history with many useful illustrations and many
surprises.
Ice Age Chronicle of the Earth May 03 2020
The Little Ice Age Nov 01 2022 Only in the last decade have climatologists developed an accurate picture
of yearly climate conditions in historical times. This development confirmed a long-standing suspicion:
that the world endured a 500-year cold snap -- The Little Ice Age -- that lasted roughly from A.D. 1300
until 1850. The Little Ice Age tells the story of the turbulent, unpredictable and often very cold years
of modern European history, how climate altered historical events, and what they mean in the context of
today's global warming. With its basis in cutting-edge science, The Little Ice Age offers a new
perspective on familiar events. Renowned archaeologist Brian Fagan shows how the increasing cold affected
Norse exploration; how changing sea temperatures caused English and Basque fishermen to follow vast
shoals of cod all the way to the New World; how a generations-long subsistence crisis in France
contributed to social disintegration and ultimately revolution; and how English efforts to improve farm
productivity in the face of a deteriorating climate helped pave the way for the Industrial Revolution and
hence for global warming. This is a fascinating, original book for anyone interested in history, climate,
or the new subject of how they interact.
Ice Age Nov 20 2021 "John and Mary Gribbin tell the remarkable story of how we came to understand the
phenomenon of Ice Ages, focusing on the key personalities obsessed with the search for answers. How
frequently do Ice Ages occur? How do astronomical rhythms affect the Earth's climate? Have there always
been two polar ice caps? Is it true that tiny changes in the heat balance of the Earth could plunge us
back into full Ice Age conditions? With startling new material on how the last major Ice Epoch could have

hastened human evolution, Ice Age explains why the Earth was once covered in ice - and how that made us
human."--BOOK JACKET.
The Complete Ice Age Jul 29 2022 A survey of discoveries in different fields of Ice Age research is
enhanced by landscape photography and explanatory diagrams.
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